
































































































































































































































































 

Appendix 4-5 – Report from USFWS Site Visit re: Upstream Eel 
Passage Studies 

  



Update of upstream eel studies at the Penacook Lower Falls project.   

Summary: Eels have so many means of passage at the Lower Falls project that I feel any eels entering 
the bypass reach will easily pass using existing means and are very unlikely to go into either of the two 
sampling Irish Elver traps at the site.  However, passage at the Upper Falls project represents a 
significant barrier to passage.  It is recommended that upstream passage focus on the Upper Falls 
Project.  Eels captured here (Upper Falls) could then be transported above the Rolfe Canal Project as 
was originally planned for those captured at Lower Falls. 

A site visit was conducted at this project on August 7, 2017 with Doug Smithwood (USFWS) and DJ Wyatt 
(Essex Hydro) in attendance.   The primary purpose of this site visit was to test a combination rope/chain 
climbing matrix for assist eels in ascending three ledge areas at the base of the bypass reach.  

 

Lowermost Ledge/Fall at Penacook Lower Falls                                       Chain/Rope Climbing Matrix 

 

Climbing Matrix Installed at Small Ledge 



 

Existing Areas of Eel Passage 

 

2.5 inches of rain had fallen overnight causing 6 inches of spill over the powerhouse dam.  This washed 
away the Irish Elver trap that was located at this site.  The trap was recovered downstream.  I told DJ 
that I did not think it was of value to reinstall this trap and said that I would like to focus on improving 
passage at the ledge area and focus on trapping eels at Upper Fall and not Lower Falls.  

He will be contacting Dave Sherman to discuss purchasing 50 feet of chain needed to construct a 
climbing matrix for the most severe ledge at Lower Falls.  This chain would be inlaid with manila and 
synthetic rope to test the durability of each rope type.  If approved, the staff at Central New England 
FWCO would construct the matrix using the materials provided by Essex Hydro. 

In addition: a site visit was also performed at the Upper Fall Site and several possible sites were 
proposed for the installation of an eel trap at this location.  If approved, Doug Smithwood offered the 
use of one of their Irish Elver traps because this trap can be serviced by using a rope to raise  the capture 
pail to the upper railing without having to go down to the trap itself to retrieve eels (which would be the 
case using their trap). 
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